
How does
interaction with a 
smartphone vary 
when walking?



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1.  Does interaction vary? If so, how and how much?

2.  Is interaction the same for all age groups?

3.  If interaction while walking is worse, is there any way to improve it?



Participants

5 young participants 
(between 17 and 25)

5 adult participants 
(between 45 and 55) 

Both groups to compare 
interaction results between 
generations as well 



Normal 
version





Adapted
version





SCENARIOS

• SCENARIO 1: Standing – The participant was standing still doing the 
tasks in the normal version. 

• SCENARIO 2: Walking – The participant performed the tasks using the 
normal version while walking. 

• SCENARIO 3: Walking – The participant performed the tasks with the 
adapted version while walking.



List of example tasks

1. Go to Medio Ambiente. Read the title of the news out loud. And then the 
description. 

2. Go into the article, read the caption of the picture and then paragraph 
one. 

3. Go back and then into Cumbre en Londres. Again read the title out loud 
and the description. 

4. Now read paragraphs two and three. 

5. Go back and search for Crímen. Go inside and read what the article is 
about by reading the headline and the paragraph just below. 

6. Finally, read quickly over all the news titles and just choose whichever 
interests you the most. Read it over to get an idea of what it is about. 



Methodology

The walking is not completely free. I’ll set a destination point and they’ll decide the path to it.

Start the timer 
when the 
participant is 
on the web 
page. 

1
Be/walk with 
him/her to 
supervise the 
completion of the 
tasks.

2
Stop the timer 
when all the 
tasks are 
completed. 

3
Compare times 
for the different 
scenarios.

4

They can click on a site to enter it, scroll to go back, scroll down and up…
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v Adults are 20% slower than younger people



Questionnaire

Did you find interaction harder while 
walking? – 100%: yes

Which version would you rather have 
while walking? – 90%: ADAPTED

10%: I don’t care

Why do you prefer this version? (Free 
answer)



CONCLUSION

v 10 participants of two different age groups 

v 3 different scenarios tested 

–> interaction time is higher when walking
–> adapted version decreases this time and works for both groups

v Difference between age groups

v Empirical results match the participants’ opinions



THE END
THANK YOU J


